Greetings fellow Colorado Chapter members;

I would like to start off by congratulating Mr. Greg Wheeler, current President of the International Code Council. We are indeed very lucky to have someone from our State representing the ICC - and the Colorado Chapters!

As we reflect on the past year and celebrate our accomplishments, it is now time to look to the future, to strive for excellence, and continue to uphold the values and hard work by the many who have served before us. It is no secret why the Chapter has earned the highly regarded reputation it has throughout the country.

As we start the new year, we recognize that there are already challenges upon us. We must continue to nurture the Mentorship and Building Futures Programs; to find innovative ways to bring new blood into the organization all the while enhancing relationships with our current members and encouraging them to step up and serve.

Your Board continues to strive to improve the use of technology and to make the website more user friendly. Some of these efforts are already in the works.

Collectively we must be ever vigilant with regards to legislative issues that affect our industry and colleagues. As a Chapter, and with the support of other organizations, we have a strong voice and an ever-growing influence - of which has been demonstrated in the not too distant past.

We must continue to support and help bolster our fellow professional organizations such as REGION XI, CAPMO, CAPT, and FMAC; building better relationships across the line. As a call out to all Building Officials and Supervisors, please consider becoming members and encourage your staff to attend the meetings. I have attended several of these meetings over the years and have found the fellowship and educational experience to be highly valuable and well worth the time spent.

This year we are looking forward with much anticipation to a new location for the Ed-Institute. The Colorado Chapter’s Education Committee will be hosting its 35th Annual Educational Institute at the Embassy Suites in Loveland Colorado, March 2 through March 6. There will be a host of new and revised classes to choose from, register as soon as possible as many classes fill up quickly. An added plus, parking is plentiful and free!

Please take a moment and check out the Chapters website for several recent postings. Through the hard work of our “Program Committee” the Colorado Chapter’s 2020 Master Calendar is now available for viewing and planning. The networking among members, as well as the friendships developed, are what makes this time so beneficial to everyone that attends.

Let us pledge to make the upcoming year one of growth in membership and further opportunities for the training of our members. I look forward to this exciting, challenging time, and ask you join in. I can tell you firsthand, I have received far more from the Chapter than I will ever be able to return!

Please help me welcome your 2020 Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council Board of Directors.

President – Scott Greer
Vice President – Mike Sizemore
Secretary/Treasurer - Cornelia Orzescu
Board of Directors – Hope Medina, Dan Reardon, Tim Moroney, Don Marchbanks, and Janine Snyder.

Sincerely,
Andrew Scott Greer
GREG WHEELER SWORN IN AS THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE ICC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

GREAT THINGS IN CLARK COUNTY

Greg Wheeler has been involved with the ICC Board of Directors for many years now. The Chapter has supported his efforts to help shape the direction of ICC on behalf of all the membership. We are proud of all the hard work and dedication this type of commitment takes. We are extremely proud of Greg’s rise through the ranks of the board to reach the position of President of the ICC Board of Directors. Next time you see Greg congratulate him on this very distinguished position.
Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (CAPMO) provides training on a host of subjects involving the IPC, IMC, IFGC and the balance of the ICC family of codes. The organization keeps its members up to date on code and technical issues while striving to promote uniformity and help members better serve their communities.

CAPMO is highly involved in the code development process and has become a national leader in the field writing and providing testimony at the national level. The organization has a very high success rate and is recognized as such. This important code work assists CAPMO in providing some of the best training for Colorado code officials.

Interested in joining a great organization? Contact Sam Dardano
samdardanojr@msn.com

CAPMO HONORS

Last year two members of CAPMO, Guy McMann and Janine Snyder was recognized and received honorary membership from the Virginia Plumbing and Mechanical Inspectors Association.
COLORADO CHAPTER COMMITTEES

The Colorado Chapter has a wide variety of committees to assist the Chapter’s well-being. Take a look at what our committees are, and what they do. There is still time to join many of these great committees to bring your thoughts and ideas. We love joiners!

CCICC ABM

This is the committee that puts together the Chapter’s Annual Business meeting. No spots are currently available.

AWARDS

The Awards Committee reviews nominations every November and we present awards and certificates at the yearly CCICC ABM Banquet and Business meeting in December. We are a very select group, due to the secrecy involved with our process. It is not like any other committee. No spots are currently available.

BUILDING FUTURES

The Building Futures committee has a mission of reaching out and empowering the next generation of code officials and construction professionals. The Building Futures committee is opening doors and encouraging active involvement from the membership of the Colorado Chapter of ICC and the construction industry for those who are interested in the construction field. The Committee is dedicated to providing education about building construction, the International Codes, and building safety.
The Colorado Chapter Code Change Committee mission is to involve members in the development and review code change proposals to various published codes. It is the intent to submit and present those proposals at the national level. The committee also reviews code change proposals submitted by other ICC members, present code change proposals at code change hearings and testify on other code change proposals. The primary focus is trying to make the published codes better documents in regards to the various requirements along with helping to create an easier code for use by all.

Through the process of code change submittals, the committee works to develop Chapter members to sit on national code development committees. By working with the chapter process, it gives those members the experience to fill committee positions. They gain the experience to prepare for hearings and evaluate code change proposals.

**Learn about the Chapter’s committees, and pick one to participate in.**

**We love joiners**

**COMMUNICATIONS**

Communications has several responsibilities:

- Maintaining/helping with the chapter website.
  - Each committee chair is responsible for keeping their website page up to date. If a chair needs help we can post any new information they provide to the website.
  - Designating account manager permissions. An account manager is able to post a job and sign up multiple people (at the same time) for chapter meetings. If your jurisdiction does not have an account manager, please contact us.
  - Remove former chapter members from your account/jurisdiction

Update the website main page for announcing classes, meetings, surveys, online voting and photos of recent events that the Colorado Chapter was a participant

- Creating and publishing the chapter newsletter. This is a quarterly publication. Please send anything you would like to have published to us. We are always looking for your thoughts.

Constant Contact. This is the method the chapter uses to communicate any chapter happenings. Chapter meeting, critical updates, etc. If you have an item that you need to send out to all chapter members or just Class A members, please contact one of our committee members.
COLORADO CHAPTER COMMITTEES

The Colorado Chapter has a wide variety of committees to assist the Chapter’s well being. Take a look at what our committees are, and what they do. There is still time to join many of these great committee to bring your thoughts and ideas. We love joiners!

CORPORATE AFFAIRS

The By-laws committee is in charge of updating and revising the Bylaws for the Colorado Chapter. By-laws outline in writing the rules for the Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council and provide comprehensive guidelines to keep things running smoothly. Anyone who wants to see how the Colorado Chapter is organized or the duties of the Board of Directors can look at the current bylaws via the chapter website.

Learn about the Chapter’s committees, and pick one to participate in. We love joiners

DISASTER MITIGATION

This committee is the one committees that hopes to NEVER have an agenda to meet. They are active when a disaster strikes our state, or if another state asks for assistance from the Chapter. They assist with preparation for a disaster, procedures for when a disaster does strike, and what to do after a disaster. They provide training to certify those with California State Safety Assessment Program (SAP)

EDUCATION

The education committee is responsible for organizing the week long annual event of the Education Institute. This entails creating the curriculum for the 13 course path, finding and approving instructors, working with the host hotel, finding exhibitors, working with the various industries involved, getting all the classes approved with ICC and AIA for the Continuing Education Credits, and find volunteers for the event itself.
The Legislative Committee works closely with CML and CCI lobbyists to monitor bills that could have direct or indirect impact on our profession. We put out a weekly report to the membership and either testify for or against bills that have an impact on the membership. Sometimes, we need the assistance of the membership to call their legislators to support or not support bills affecting our profession.

The majority of work that Membership does is behind the scenes.

Shortly after the first of each year, to kick off the annual renewals, we will go into the website database and change all the Class A, Class B, and Professional/Associate Members back to “customer” status.

After we do that, we will send out an email blast, and post it on the website that it is time to renew memberships. About the same time, we will edit the invoices that were sent the past year, around sixty of them, to reflect that the renewal is for the upcoming year, and email those out. Roughly, three quarters of those will send a check in to the Chapter as payment. The balance of them will contact us, and pay by credit card over the phone.

Once we get the checks and credit card payments in, we have to go into the database and manually change each of them to an active member status.

For many, it is easier to go online and renew individually, they automatically are updated in the database as a current member. It is also easier on Membership Committee!

Membership provides up to date list of members for the President, for when they are updating reports to the State of Colorado, and ICC.

Membership is also responsible for preparing the upcoming years Membership/Board Application for distribution in October. When the applications are received, they are sorted for distribution to the various Committee Chairs, and for the Board of Directors Nominations Committee.
WHO WE ARE

Our Chapter has a rich and interesting history. Countless volunteer hours have been spent by many people throughout the years to set up the framework and traditions of the Colorado Chapter and many more by those who carry on these traditions of this highly respected Chapter.

We should all be extremely proud of what we have and our roots. Our past efforts have helped us to move forward, strengthen our reputation of our Chapter, and accomplish our mission statement. It’s the efforts of our current and future volunteers who will shape what our Chapter will become and would like for that to be you. Get to know the Chapter through its committees.

PAST PRESIDENT

The Past Presidents Committee serves as a resource for the Board of Directors and as good will ambassadors for the Chapter. To become a member of this committee you must lead this Chapter.

PROGRAM

The program committee is responsible for planning, providing and executing meetings, gatherings, functions, providing notices and information for the Chapter.

Starting with the basis of the event, we coordinate to ascertain the needs, type of venue, and appropriate support for the function. Everything from researching instructors, locations, venues, menus, lodging, e-mail blasts to providing specific need for all of our guests.

This is a year round commitment, that provides the program committee with challenges and opportunities to serve the Colorado Chapter with pride and dedication. Most of our work is behind the scenes and one of the constant challenges is that every event is subject to last minute changes that we excel at overcoming.

STANDARDIZATION

The standardization committee mission is to develop, maintain and update for each code cycle the small project building guides for decks, reroof, patio cover and carport, residential one story additions, basement finish, enclosing existing patio, detached garage and pole barn. These guides ease the process of applying for permits and completing the projects by aiding homeowners and contractors alike in understanding the requirements of the code.

If anyone likes to brainstorm and collaborate in this process please join us.
PUBLIC RELATIONS

The public relations committee’s primary function and purpose is to raise awareness about the benefits and value building officials and building codes provided local governments and the construction industry. We attend conferences such as the Colorado Municipal League and the American Institute of Architects to raise the profile of building departments and staffs. These conferences allow us to interact with elected officials, senior local government staff members, architects, and other professionals that impact and interact with building departments in our state.

In addition to our efforts to raise awareness about the benefits provided by building officials and departments, we offer support and provide input to jurisdictions that are considering adopting newer versions of the international codes. We are available to confer with local code officials about localized amendments to the international codes and support local officials in the code adoption process. Colorado is one of the few areas in the United States that doesn’t have a state adopted building code and some rural areas have yet to adopt any building code. We aid local government officials in determining if building code adoption is appropriate for the rural jurisdictions they serve.

Learn about the Chapter’s committees, and pick one to participate in.

We love joiners

STORAGE/HISTORICAL

This committee is responsible for collecting and maintaining the Chapter’s illustrious history, and providing that history to the membership. This committee also is responsible for the Chapter’s storage facility.
Volunteers Needed- Colorado Educational Institute
March 2nd- 6th, 2020

The Education Committee of CCICC is looking for volunteers to help as Classroom Ambassadors at this year’s Educational Institute. This will be our second year implementing this program in each classroom. The Classroom Ambassadors will assist the instructors with things like monitoring lunch times, break times, AV needs, handout materials and electronic attendance monitoring. Attendee attendance will be monitored this year by scanning name badges as attendees first arrive and as they leave for the day. This will replace the sign-in sheets that we have used in the past.

We will need Classroom Ambassadors for each of our 65 classes- 13 Ambassadors each day. The Ambassadors will need to be in the classroom at least 30 minutes prior to the beginning of the class and stay until the end of class. This year the Education Institute is at a different location than years past, so it is very important to have Ambassadors in each class to help with logistics and to provide a great learning and teaching experience for our attendees and instructors.

If you would like to volunteer your time as a Classroom Ambassador for this year’s Colorado Educational Institute, please contact Nate Romero at nromero@arvada.org.

Thank you in advance,
Nate Romero
Education Committee
CCICC
Anyone that has worked or spent time at the counter of a Building Department knows the permit technicians are what makes everything run smoothly. Customer service is their number one objective. They serve as an ambassador for the department, the general contractors, the citizens, and virtually anyone they encounter.

CAPT meetings are an excellent source of knowledge, networking and development of personal and professional skills. Code Officials that encourage their Permit Techs to attend meetings help their departments function better. There are so many ideas when a group of different jurisdictions meet at one location. CAPT is an ICC Preferred Provider which means CEU’s for certification are offered.

Visit our website for more information and to join.

[Link: www.cocapt.com]

Membership in CAPT has many benefits such as:

- Membership with a professional organization.
- Promotes and supports the ideals of the International Code Council (ICC).
- Educates members on the International Building Code, International Residential Code, other related Codes and permit and inspection procedures.
- Development of professional skills.
- Networking with other jurisdictions offering technical support.
- Permit Technician seminars.
- On site field trips.
- Meeting topics specifically designed to educate participants.
- CAPT informational newsletter offering articles on self promotion, self-motivation and educational support.
- CAPT year end election of officers and recognition luncheon for all members.
- CAPT Library of resource materials needed for Permit Technician Testing.
- CAPT volunteer opportunities.
As we build our way into the new decade this will be my last article for the Colorado Chapter as the president of the Fire Marshals Association of Colorado. I have had a fun and educational five years working with the professionals at FMAC. However, it is time for a new fire marshal to take the reins. Steven Parker, the fire marshal for the Arvada Fire Protection District, will be taking over as president starting January 17th. He is a smart and levelheaded guy that has his fire protection engineering degree from Oklahoma State University. Steve Gosselin, the fire marshal for the North Metro Fire Protection District, will serve as the new vice president. Kelly Brooks from West Metro Fire will remain as Treasurer and Roger Parker from Elk Creek Fire will remain as Secretary. Dave Nichols from ICC will be attending our next meeting to swear in our new officers. Good luck to you all!

At our January meeting, we will be recognizing David Lowrey, the fire marshal from Boulder, as the 2019 Fire Marshal of the Year. Dave is a past president of FMAC. He regularly contributes to FMAC as a mentor, a fire inspector instructor, a representative to NFPA committees, and he led our committee to produce the FMAC guidance on marijuana growing and processing. Many fire marshals in the state look to David for guidance and advice. Thank you David!

We will also be recognizing Dave Waller from the North Metro Fire Protection District as the 2019 Fire Prevention Officer of the year. Dave tirelessly arranges for all of the FMAC training sessions. He is a Fellow of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers and the president of the Rocky Mountain Chapter of SFPE. He has managed our website, arranged for our preferred provider status, generated CE certificates, launched our first remote meeting delivery, and much more. I’m not sure how he finds the time, but I don’t know what we would do without him. Thank you Dave!

When I traveled the country as the FMAC president it became apparent to me that Colorado is lucky to have the energy and commitment of our members. We have a high degree of membership and several members contribute their time and effort to all facets of fire code development and application. Throughout the state, our fire marshal members oversee plan reviews, inspections, code enforcement, public education, arson investigation, and community risk analysis and reduction. Through the efforts of Denver Fire and David Lowrey, Colorado is considered the go to place for direction on regulating the marijuana industry. Members like Dave Waller exemplifies the level of our professionalism. Colorado is certainly one of the best in the country!

We have taken on the issues of door side trash, sheltering in churches, assisted living regulations, food truck safety, residential sprinklers, school safety, wildland mitigation, and growing density to name a few. And thanks to our partners at the Colorado Division of Fire Protection and Control for their regulatory efforts and access to a wonderful network of experts. Not every state has this kind of involvement and support.

So, with a great degree of confidence and pride I leave the next chapter of FMAC to Steven for leadership. On behalf of the members of FMAC I thank the wonderful people at CCICC for reaching out to FMAC. The Educational Institute is phenomenal! I’m looking forward to Loveland. Thanks to Becky Baker and Mike Sizemore for your mentorship. Thanks to Hope Medina for the opportunity to connect this way. Steve Thomas, you may not know it, but I am one of the many people who have learned from you - not just in class... Greg Wheeler – you are a rock star!

Bruce Kral, President FMAC
As you are likely aware, the Fire and Life Safety Section of the Division of Fire Prevention and Control was successful in requesting additional resources during the 2019 legislative session. These resources will be allocated to the newly formed Professional Standards Unit (PSU). The purpose of the Professional Standards Unit is to develop an effective process to train and mentor newly certified entities around the State. In addition, the PSU will be building a procedure for tracking plan reviews and construction inspections conducted by credentialed partner organizations performing work on the Division’s behalf.

Over the last few months, the PSU hosted twelve separate outreach meetings across the state. Thank you to everyone who participated! We received a wealth of information that we feel will help with the direction and productivity of the team.

One of the first comments we heard at almost all of the meetings was the lack of clarity and understanding of the DFPC Rules & Regulations. As a result, we decided our first task was to try and provide some of that clarity. We held several successful meetings in the Denver Metro area and are in the process of scheduling more meetings across Colorado. We invite you to attend as an opportunity to ask any questions you may have.

Professional Standards Unit
Fire & Life Safety Section
Cfps_dfpc_psu@state.co.us
MEET YOUR COLORADO CHAPTER BOARD MEMBERS. HERE TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS!
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Visit the Chapter's website at: www.coloradochaptericc.org
Follow the Chapter's Facebook page: Colorado Chapter of ICC
MESSAGES FROM THE BOARD TO THE MEMBERSHIP

SCOTT GREER –PRESIDENT

Greetings Chapter members, my name is Scott Greer and I am your new President of the Colorado Chapter. As we begin the New Year I am looking forward to seeing you all at any one of our scheduled Chapter meetings throughout the year so please check your calendars and save the date to get away for some good education and fellowship. If you like to hunt come up and share a hunting story with me as I have plenty of my own that I love to share with other fellow hunters and code geeks! See you all soon.

Regards,

A Scott Greer

DAN REARDON – DIRECTOR

Hello fellow Code Officials and Colorado Chapter members (Colorado Chapter of the ICC, not the knitting club). I have not made it to the slopes yet this season, but I hope to get up there and make some turns soon - I am sure the conditions are great. As much as I love skiing Telluride and going fast, I must admit that summer is my season of choice. I hope you all stay warm as this winter is just getting underway.

That said, as a member of the Board of Directors of CCICC I see early on what our terrific “Program Committee” and “Education Committee” have in store for us each year. We hope you’ll take advantage of the Chapter Meetings and the Educational Institute (in Loveland this year and next), as well as the comradery that goes with these events. Please feel free to contact any of the Board Members with questions or suggestions – we are happy to hear from you (good, bad or any inquiry you may have) and we will lean on our cohorts as needed to reply with thorough and thoughtful information.

Best wishes for “Clear Vision” and Happy Trails this year of 2020.

Sincerely,

Dan Reardon
Hello members of the Colorado Chapter. I look forward to continuing as your conduit to the board. I have enjoyed listening to you letting me know what you think about the Chapter both good and bad. I have had lots of practice with listening since I am a grandmother of 6 grand kids. Two of them rapidly approaching those fun teenage years, and they feel safe enough to tell me how much life isn’t fair.

I feel this year is going to be a fantastic year for the Chapter. It’s so exciting and encouraged to see more Chapter members starting to participate in more events. I love seeing the membership mentoring those trying to get into our industry. I can’t wait to see what we can do in 2020. oh yeah

GO PACK GO!

TIM SWANSON – PAST PRESIDENT

Here we are, 2020, I am starting my 8th and final year on the Board! For those of you who do not know me, I have been with the City of Greeley for 30 years, first 7 in Building Maintenance, building furniture and managing projects, 23 with Building Inspection, and starting as Chief Building Official in March 2005. I live 30 miles east of Greeley on 80 acres of dryland grass, in a “now too large house” since the kiddos are gone, with my lovely bride of 38 years. I was a carpenter by trade prior to working for Greeley, one of my life’s ambitions was to build our own house, doing as much as possible. With my wife beside me, we completed the house in 1998.
MAY IS BUILDING SAFETY MONTH
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

ICC has announced this year’s weekly themes for Building Safety Month. It’s time to start preparing for what your jurisdiction is planning on doing to participate with Building Safety Month. This month highlights why we do what we do, and also sheds light on what we do as the building community.

Need some ideas of how you can participate.

- Sign a proclamation
- Create outreach events
- Use your community’s social media accounts to educate

As always if your community participates. Take pictures and send them to us.

ICC has a great many tools available to make your events a success. Check them out in the link below.

ICC BSM LINK

Document what your Building Safety Month events are and send them to Hope Medina at:

hmedina@coloradocode.net
## 2020 Combined Calendar

### January
- **1st**: Deadline to report Building & Energy Codes to Colo. Energy Office - Click Here to report.
- **8**: General Assembly Convenes - State Capitol
- **16**: CAPMO - Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials - Jefferson County
- **17**: FMAC - Fire Marshals Association of Colorado - Lakewood
- **20**: Martin Luther King Day
- **21**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **24**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting

### February
- **13**: CC ICC Planning Retreat and Board of Directors Meeting - Lakewood
- **14**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Lakewood
- **17**: Presidents Day
- **18**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **21**: CC ICC Standardization Committee Meeting - Parker/Go-to-Meeting
- **28**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting
- **CC ICC Past Presidents Luncheon**

### March
- **2-6**: 35th Annual Colorado Educational Institute - Loveland
- **20**: FMAC - Fire Marshals Association of Colorado
- **19**: CAPMO - Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials - Jefferson County
- **27**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Region X

### April
- **16**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Trinidad
- **17**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Trinidad
- **21**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **24**: CC ICC Building Futures - Careers in Construction Event - Montrose

### May is Building Safety Month
- **3**: General Assembly Adjourns - State Capitol
- **13**: CAPT - Colorado Association of Permit Technicians - Edgewater
- **15**: FMAC - Fire Marshals Association of Colorado
- **19**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **21**: CAPMO - Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials - Jefferson County
- **22**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting
- **25**: Memorial Day

### June
- **8**: ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Denver
- **8-10**: 4th Annual ICC Chapter Leadership Academy - Denver
- **11**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Colorado Springs
- **12**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Colorado Springs
- **19**: CC ICC Standardization Committee Meeting - Parker/Go-to-Meeting
- **23 - 26**: CML Annual Conference - Westminster
- **26**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting

### July
- **3**: Independence Day Holiday (observed)
- **21**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **24**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting
- **31**: CAPT - Colorado Association of Permit Technicians - Black Hawk

### August
- **19**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Eagle
- **20 - 21**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Eagle
- **28**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting

### September
- **7**: Labor Day
- **15**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **17**: CAPMO - Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials - Jefferson County
- **18**: FMAC - Fire Marshals Association of Colorado
- **25**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting

### October
- **4-10**: Fire Prevention Week
- **8**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Louisville
- **9**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Louisville
- **10**: ICC Board of Directors Meeting - St Louis, MO
- **11 - 14**: ICC Annual Conference - St Louis, MO
- **12**: Columbus Day - State Closed
- **16**: CC ICC Standardization Committee Meeting - Parker/Go-to-Meeting
- **20**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **23**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting

### November
- **3**: Election Day - Counties closed
- **10**: CAPT - Colorado Association of Permit Technicians - Greenwood Village
- **11**: Veterans Day
- **17**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **19**: CAPMO - Colorado Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials - Jefferson County
- **20**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting
- **26 - 27**: Thanksgiving Holiday

### December
- **9**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Colorado Springs
- **10 - 11**: CC ICC - Colorado Chapter of the International Code Council - Colorado Springs
- **11**: CC ICC Board of Directors Meeting - Colorado Springs
- **15**: WCCCP - Western Colorado Code Professionals - Montrose
- **18**: CC ICC Building Futures Committee Meeting - Go-to-meeting
- **24**: Christmas Day

### Notes
- "As needed" - MBIO - Mountain Building Officials - *typically meets 2nd week of even months - Glenwood Springs
- To Be Announced - CC ICC GIVE-DATE! - Spend a Saturday on a Chapter sponsored volunteer activity

---

*Donate to the Colorado Building Safety Foundation*
UPCOMING TRAINING DATES

Colorado Chapter Meetings
April 17, 2020
Trinidad
Hospital Occupancies

June 12, 2020
Pikes Peak Regional Building Department
Special Inspections

August 20 and 21, 2020
Eagle
Deck Construction day 1
Fire Retardant Treated Wood & APA day 2

October 9, 2020
Louisville
Residential Start to Finish

December 10 and 11, 2020
Colorado Springs
TBD

CAPT Meetings
May 13, 2020
City of Edgewater
July 31, 2020
City of Black Hawk
November 10, 2020
City of Greenwood Village

CAPMO Meetings
March 19, 2020
Jefferson County

May 21, 2020
Jefferson County

September 17, 2020
Jefferson County

November 19, 2020
Jefferson County

FMAC Meetings
February 17, 2020
Arvada Fire
Fire Inspector Prep Class

March 20, 2020
TBD

May 15, 2020
TBD

September 18, 2020
TBD

November 20, 2020
TBD

NEWSLETTER BY THE MEMBERSHIP
FOR THE MEMBERSHIP

This newsletter is for the membership of the Colorado Chapter, but it is also written by the membership. Please send any articles to Hope Medina or Chad Root.

hmedina@coloradocode.net
croot@louisvilleco.gov

Visit the Chapter’s website at: www.coloradochaptericc.org

Follow the Chapter’s Facebook page: Colorado Chapter of ICC